# Sensitive quantum-dot infrared photodetector with barrier-limited photoelectron capture

**Abstract**

A new design of infrared quantum-dot detector with potential barriers surrounding quantum dots is suggested. The barriers created by optimized interdot doping separate the localized electron ground state and the conducting states. Photocarrier relaxation is drastically suppressed in specially-engineered structures with potential barriers that separate conducting and localized electron states and prevent electron capture into localized states. Small size and 3D-restricted geometry of quantum dot result in slow capture of photoelectrons. Suppressed photoelectron relaxation significantly increases the photoconductive gain. The large photoconductive gain results in high responsivity, which in turn will improve NEP and raise the device operating temperature. Results of simulation compared with published results obtained in the group of Professor P. Bhattacharya from University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Currently they grow and characterize structures with different positioning of doping as it is proposed in our results obtained under this grant.
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4. **Scientific progress and accomplishments**

Our research on quantum-dot infrared photodetectors has been concentrated on increasing of photoconductive gain and responsivity. Innovative idea in design of sensitive quantum-dot infrared photodetector is to use a structure with quantum dots surrounded by repulsive potential barriers, which are created due to interdot doping. Spatial separation of the localized ground state and continuum conducting states of the electron increases significantly the photoelectron capture time and photoconductive gain. Large value of the gain results in high responsivity, which in turn improves detectivity and raises the device operating temperature.

We have shown that quantum-dot detectors outperform quantum-well structures in photosensitivity because of the geometry of photocarrier dot-traps, restricted in all three dimensions. Photocarrier relaxation may be drastically suppressed in specially-engineered structures with potential barriers that separate conducting ant localized electron states and prevent electron capture into localized states.

The band diagram of the simple quantum dot structure with potential barriers is shown in Fig. 1. The quantum dots are surrounded by repulsive barriers, which are created by interdot doping. Electrons tripped from impurities populate quantum dots and create depletion areas around them. The potential relief in Fig. 1 is produced by electrons bounded in quantum dots and by ionized donors placed outside the dots. Such relief may be obtained by doping of GaAs by Si. If the average number of electrons per dot is large, the positive charge of donors may be considered as is uniformly distributed in a spherical shell. At small number of electrons in the quantum dot, the barrier potential loses its spherical symmetry. In this case the potential distribution is very sensitive to the positions of the charged impurities. Electronic parameters of QD structures may be controlled over a wide range by varying the level of
intradot doping and changing the characteristic distances associated with the dot structure.

We have shown that electronic parameters of QD structures may be controlled over a wide range by varying the level of interdot doping and changing the characteristic distances associated with the dot structure. We have studied a heterostructure consisting of spherical quantum dots and doped interdot area. Electrons from impurities populate QDs and create depletion areas around dots. The confinement potential $U(r)$ is given by the band-offset $U_0$. The total electron potential energy is the sum of the confinement potential and the electrostatic potential, which is created by electrons bounded in QD and by ionized donors placed outside the dot. Number of confined electrons per dot is determined by the concentration of donors, $N_d$, through the electroneutrality condition. The suggested structure may be realized in the traditional self-assembled InAs/GaAs QD array. The potential barriers are created by doping of GaAs by Si (it is desirable to avoid intradot doping). Treating $N$, $N_d$, and intradot spacing as adjustable parameters, we have found a structure of bound-to-continuum phototransitions.

When IR radiation is incident on the detector, electrons localized in quantum dots absorb IR radiation, exciting them to conductive band. A voltage is applied to the nanostructure through the source and drain contacts. The change of carrier number is detected in the source–drain current. To be captured, the photoelectron should return into the localized QD states. The photoelectron can penetrate into the dot due to thermoexcitation over the barrier or due to tunneling through the barrier (see Fig. 2).

With appropriate parameters of the structure, it is possible to block tunneling of photoelectrons into QDs. Potential barriers significantly suppress capture processes and increase the photoelectron lifetime.

At room temperatures, the electron mobility is limited by electron-phonon scattering, while electron relaxation of captured electrons is very fast. Therefore, the photoelectron lifetime is determined by the electron diffusion. Small size and 3D-restricted geometry of QD results in slow capture of photoelectrons.

We have considered a single QD as the center of the electron capture. We assume that the photoexcited electrons in an interdot region belong to continuous energy spectrum. To be captured, the photoelectron should penetrate into the QD region. The energy relaxation of the electron from the high-energy state to the localized state in QD is realized by electron-phonon scattering. The electron can penetrate into the quantum dot due to thermoexcitation over the barrier or due to tunneling through the barrier. In order to compare rates of these processes, we have investigated the probability of tunneling. We have demonstrated that in the optimized structures thermoexcitation dominates over tunneling for practically all electron states with energies up to $V_m$ ($V_m$ is the barrier height). Thus, the potential barriers very effectively prevent photoelectron capture. With barrier-limited capture the electron lifetime increases by the factor of $\exp[V_m/kT]$ in comparison with a flat-band
structure. The photoconductive gain also increases by the same factor. For typical QD structures and the capture time in the flat-band structure of 1-5ps at 200K, we get the photoconductive gain ~100. The high value of the gain allows one to improve detector characteristics.

Thus, QD structures with specially-engineered barriers are very promising sensitive components for IR sensing. Suppressed photoelectron relaxation significantly increases the photoconductive gain. The large photoconductive gain results in high responsivity, which in turn will improve NEP and raise the device operating temperature.

Results were compared with experimental data obtained in the group of Professor P. Bhattacharya and new structures are now grown and characterized in the group to verify the influence of the dopant positioning on infrared detectors performance.

Implementation of the proposed research provides valuable experience for our students, and exposes them to modern methods of quantum nanophysics as well as to high-level technique of device modeling. Design, simulation, and optimization issues will be discussed in WSU course ECE 7550, Solid State Electronics, supervised by Professor Mitin.